3500 & 4500 Pro
Desktop Laminator

Transform simple pieces
into special presentations
with the GBC 3500 & 4500
Laminators:
Enhance the look of documents,
signage and posters.
Turn everyday items into high
quality, long lasting professional
pieces.
Lamination provides durability,
security and aesthetic appeal.
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Innovative Design:
Heated rollers deliver consistent heat and pressure, and specially-formed nip rollers
remove any trapped air. Results are crystal-clear, bubble-free lamination, even on
glossy photographs and thin materials, traditionally the most difficult items to
laminate.
Adjustable speed and temperature ensure superior laminating quality for every film
thickness, from commercial grade to extra rigid. Speed and temperature adjustments
are easy to make using the ergonomic keypad, and the machine offers immediate
feedback on the LCD readout.
Pre-set controls eliminate the guess work for correct settings; ideal laminating
temperature and speed are set with the touch of a button. Speed and temperature
can be further adjusted to maximise productivity and results.
For maximum productivity and range of applications, the GBC 4500 delivers. Its super
457mm wide laminating capacity, 9 speed settings, and 3mm thickness enable the
GBC 4500 to laminate everything from ID's and photos to posters, and produce
stunning mounted POP's, design transfers, certificates and more, with ease.
The GBC3500 has a 330mm laminating capacity, 6 speed settings, and a 2mm
maximum material thickness, for a broad range of lamination and enhancement
applications for general office use.
The Pro Series laminators are built for durability with sturdy metal construction, and
designed for safety.

Features:

Laminate photographs or printed papers, thin or
thick stocks, black and white or colour, with superior
results.
Add impact to your awards and certificates with GBC
Creative Foils .
Mount pictures, point-of-purchase signage, and other
items using GBC Designer Presentation Mounting
frames.
Create custom mouse pads, pocket folders and more opportunities are endless.
Innovative heated and specially-formed rollers for
bubble-free results...even on difficult, glossy stocks
such as photos.
Adjustable speed and temperature control for
superior lamination of all materials .
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Model number:

3500 Pro

4500 Pro

Maximum Pouch Width:

330mm

457mm

Maximum Thickness:

2mm

3mm

Warm-Up Time:

2.5 - 8.5 min.

2.5 - 8.5 min.

Electrical Rating:

115V, 50Hz

240v, 50Hz

Machine Dimensions:

W 587mm

W 637mm

D 267mm

D 317mm

H 133mm

H 177mm

14kgs

21.8kg

Machine Weight:

1. Designed for sensitive materials, such as photos, inks and other glossy stocks.
2. Specially - formed heated rollers provide bubble - free results - even on difficult,
glossy stocks such as photos.
3. Heavy-duty metal construction for durability and dependability.
4. Easy to read magnetic guide for speed and temperature settings.
5. LCD display for immediate operator feedback.
6. Adjustable speed and temperature control for superior lamination of all
materials.

The GBC 3500 has an extra-wide 330mm laminating throat for
sizes from cards to large documents and menus.
6 speed controls.
The GBC 4500 has a super wide 457mm laminating capacity for
all sizes up to posters. Its faster throughput and 9 speed controls
make the GBC 4500 the choice for productivity.

*Specifications are subject to change without notification
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